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Mandalas of the World - Rudiger Dahlke 2004-09
Both beautiful and enlightening, these 100 mandalas are among the most significant in history, derived
from nature and the world’s great spiritual traditions. With each mandala comes detailed background
information, as well as a suggested meditation to use as you color it in. The patterns provided for your
brush or ink markers include the rose window from a Gothic cathedral in Switzerland; the tenth tarot card,
known as the Wheel of Destiny; the symbol that stands for T’ai Chi; and dozens more. Over and over again,
through the mere act of looking and drawing, the magical circles and gorgeous designs will provide
spiritual sustenance and pleasure.
Mr Men a Christmas Carol Colouring Storybook - 2017-09-07
Mr Mean doesn't enjoy Christmas, he would prefer to stay at home and count his money. But the Mr Men
and Little Miss have a plan to help him see the error of his ways ... Pick up your colouring pens and pencils
and join in the Christmas fun with the Mr Men and Little Miss. Enjoy the story and then use the stickers as
your colouring guide. Bring Christmas with the Mr Men to life! The Mr Men and Little Miss have been
delighting children for generations with their charming and funny antics. Bold illustrations and funny
stories make Mr Men and Little Miss the perfect story time experience for children aged two up. Have you
met them all? It all started with a tickle. Roger Hargreaves' son Adam asked him what a tickle looked like.
In response, Roger drew a small orange man with extraordinarily long arms that could reach anywhere and
tickle anyone. Mr Tickle, the first of the Mr Men, was born. Mr Tickle was soon joined by Mr. Greedy, Mr.
Happy, Mr. Nosey, Mr Sneeze and Mr Bump. When the first Mr Men books were published they became an
instant hit. Roger went on to create many more Mr Men and Little Miss characters. What Roger really
wanted was to make children laugh, which is probably why his own favourite character is Mr Silly.
Myth World - and Worriers Good Wives 2020-11-05
Grab your coloured pencils and journey to a fantastical realm, where extraordinary mythical beasts are
waiting to be brought to life in Myth World! From the unicornand the dragonto the krakenand the qilin,
there's a magical world of wonder to colour and explore. This book is the perfect colouring companion to
the bestselling Myth Match. It features a collection of beautifully illustrated mythical creatures from around
the world. Learn about these legendary monsters as you colour them in. Created by Good Wives &
Warriors, the internationally renowned duo of illustrators behind Mythopediaand Myth Match.
Bob Ross Coloring Book - rostum bos 2021-07-30
amazing 30 pages for coloring 8.5*11 inch
The Mysterious Library: A Coloring Book Journey Into Fables - Eunji Park 2016-11-01
The Mysterious Library: A Coloring Book Journey Into Fables will transport you on a quest into your
favorite fairy tales, with over sixty-two pages of gorgeously-detailed pen and ink artwork to color, by
Korean illustrator Eunji Park.This coloring book features a visual narrative about a young lady who
discovers a strange library in the forest. As she picks up a book, she is transported into a storybook world,
where she herself transforms into its heroine. To return home, she must find a hidden key, while traveling
through various works of literature and fables, from Hansel and Gretel to Cinderella, from Alice in
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Wonderland to Rapunzel, and beyond. The Mysterious Library includes dazzling drawings of fanciful
locations and beautiful scenery, fantastic animals, and an appealing heroine. The book includes extra-thick
craft paper, ideal for coloring, and will delight colorists of all ages and skill levels.
Another Grown-Up's Coloring Book - Gladys "Pama" Scanlon 2006-06-20
This book is a follow-up of the first book, “Grown-Ups Coloring Book”. It is designed mainly as fun therapy
for SENIORS along with delightful entertainment. Some of the images are simple and easy to color while
others are more complicated and detailed. The author wishes you “Down-Right Fun”!
Mandala Coloring Book For Adults - Rover Phils 2021-04-06
Fun! Fun! Fun!Let your creativity run wild! 60 Original Artist Designs, High ResolutionA Gorgeous Coloring
Book!!! You can color each flower design with realistic colors or let your imagination run wild and use
whichever colors you choose! Relaxing Coloring Pages. Every page you color will pull you into a relaxing
world where your responsibilities will seem to fade away...
Festive Magic - Fantasy Christmas Coloring Book - Selina Fenech 2016-10-22
Get into the holiday spirit this magical Christmas inspired coloring book by bestselling coloring designer,
Selina Fenech.
Harry Potter Magical Creatures Coloring Book - Scholastic 2017-07-05
Harry Potter Magical Creatures Coloring Book By Scholastic
Malbuch für Erwachsene - Creative Arts Malbücher 2020-08-15
AKTION ENDET IN KÜRZE! Zum Buchstart als Taschenbuch nur e 7,99 (statt e 14,99) versandkostenfrei!
Malbuch für Erwachsene Magische Traumfänger Mandalas auf schwarzem Hintergrund - Ausmalen und
Stress abbauen! - Hochwertiges und Dickes Ausmalbuch mit einseitig bedruckten Seiten - A4 Du möchtest
dich vom Alltagsstress befreien? Und schöne Traumfänger Mandalas auf schwarzen Hintergrund ausmalen?
Dann ist dieses Malbuch genau das Richtige für dich. Hier hast du die Wahl zwischen vielen hübschen
Mandalas, die du nach Herzenslust ausmalen kannst. Die Traumfänger Mandalas, die dir am besten
gelingen, solltest du einrahmen, aufhängen oder verschenken! Der schwarze Hintergrund der Mandalas
sorgt dafür, dass die Farben schön leuchten. Für alle Traumfänger Mandalas in den Malbuch gilt, dass das
Ausmalen für Entspannung sorgt. Was du in diesem Buch erhältst: ★ Über 50 magische Traumfänger
Mandalas zum Ausmalen ★ Auf schwarzem Hintergrund für besonders schöne Farben ★ Für Einsteiger &
Profis ★ Ideal als Geschenk durch unser angenehmes Hochglanz Softcover ★ A4 Format - Ideale Größe um
es einfach mitzunehmen, sei es ins Büro, Urlaub, Flugzeug oder Bahn ★ Jedes Ausmalbild auf einer eigenen
Seite ★ Zum Ausschneiden und Aufhängen geeignet ★ Malspaß garantiert ★ ... und vieles mehr! Schnell
wirst du beim Ausmalen die Entspannung entdecken. Klicke jetzt rechts oben in den Einkaufswagen und
entdecke die magischen Traumfänger Mandalas!
Anti Stress Malbuch Fr Erwachsene - Relaxation4.me 2016-03-11
NEU EINSEITIG BEDRUCKT MEHR SEITEN ALS BEI 95% DER KONKURRENZ 50 + 6 EINZIGARTIGE
KREATIVITÄTSFÖRDERNDE ANTI-STRESS ILLUSTRATIONEN INKLUSIVE TIPPS FÜR EIN
STRESSFREIERES LEBEN VORSCHAU! Sehen Sie die ersten 9 Illustrationen des Buches hier:
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www.relaxation4.me/fantasie "Die Arbeit von relaxation4.me vereint Kunst, eine postive Einstellung und ein
aufrichtiges Bestreben Gutes in der Welt zu bewegen. Die Bücher sind eine Freude, gestaltet für alle zum
Spass haben und Entspannen." - Dr. Ben Michaelis, Autor von Your Next Big Thing: 10 Small Steps to Get
Moving and Get Happy + Internationales Phänomen und neuster Megatrend! + Anti-Stress Garantie! +
Malen hat einen beruhigenden Effekt und fördert die Kreativität! + Malbücher für Erwachsene führen die
internationalen Bestseller Charts! + Dieses Malbuch für Erwachsene sorgt für wochenlange Unterhaltung!
+ 50 wunderschön gestaltete und sehr detaillierte Illustrationen von mystischen Zauber und Fantasie
Kreaturen wie Feen, Meerjungfrauen, Elfen, Dämonen und Monster! + 6 Bonus Illustrationen! + Besonders
detaillierte und komplexe Illustrationen für Erwachsene, aber auch Jungs, Mädchen und (ältere) Kinder
werden sie lieben! + Durch das Malen kommt der Kopf zur Ruhe und die Entspannung und Achtsamkeit
steigt! + Wie im Märchen von Disney, wie Alice im Wunderland! + Kawaii! + Inklusive: 10 Magische Tipps
für einen besseren Schlaf! + Inklusive: 10 Inspirierende positive Botschaften! + Inklusive: Kurze Anleitung
zum Malen! + Jede Illustration ist auf einem separaten Blatt, um farbdurchbluten zu vermeiden! + Auch für
Beginner geeignet. Ausmalen ist einfach und macht Spass! + Verbessert die Augen-Hand Koordination! +
Steigert das Selbstbewusstsein und erhöht das Bewusstsein für sich und seine Umgebung! + Beim Malen
fühlt man sich wie in einer Meditation! + Depressionen haben keine Chance! + Wellness und Yoga für die
Seele! + Kreieren Sie Ihr eigenes Kunstwerk! + Perfekt auch als Weihnachtsgeschenk,
Geburtstagsgeschenk und Valentinstagsgeschenk! + 130 Seiten! + Dieses Buch ist über 250e wert! Was ist
drinnen? + Abraxas + Engel + Harpyie + Basilisk + Hexe + Zentaur + Zerberus + Zyklop + Comedia +
Dämon + Drache + Drama + Driade + Elf + Elf 2 + Ent + Sphinx + Alien + Geist + Waldgeist + Phönix +
Frankenstein + Gargoyle + Djinn + Golem + Gorgone + Greif + Fee + Hydra + Hippocampus +
Hippogrypphon + Werwolf + Kraken + Leviathan + Magier + Manticore + Minotaurus + Lagunenmonster
+ Naga + Loch Ness + Nymphe + Ork + Pegasus + Big Foot + Cherub + Sirene + Schatten + Troll +
Einhorn + Vampir + Bonus Illustration #1 + Bonus Illustration #2 + Bonus Illustration #3 + Bonus
Illustration #4 + Bonus Illustration #5 + Bonus Illustration #6 Am besten Sie schenken sich selbst
Entspannung und bestellen sofort für eine schnelle Lieferung! Bekommen Sie 10 KOSTENLOSE Bonus
Illustrationen während Sie auf das Buch warten: http://relaxation4.me/bonus-illustrationen
Creatopia - Vexx 2020-10-06
A creative and mind-blowing coloring book by YouTube and Instagram artist, Vexx Explore your creativity
in this incredible collection of critters and creatures, featuring the signature street-art style of popular
artist, Vexx. From fierce tigers to serene turtles, there are dozens of pages to get crazy with color--and
there are even a few collaboration pages for aspiring artists to doodle-in and share. Fans of adult coloring
books will love the combination of intricate line art with bubbly characters, all on single-sided pages. Equal
parts relaxing and challenging, this book is perfect for zenning out and inspiring your inner artist.
Unicorn Coloring Book - Jade Summer 2017-11-21
Adult coloring books by Jade Summer are the perfect way to relieve stress, aid relaxation, and discover
your inner-artist. Every coloring page will transport you into a world of your own where your
responsibilities will seem to fade away... Beautiful Coloring PagesThis book contains 25 unique images
including: Unicorns in Magical Places Beautiful Unicorn Portraits Unicorns Playing in the Forest Princess
with her Unicorn Adorable Baby Unicorns Loving Mommy and Daughter Unicorns Unicorns and their
Animal Friends And many more! About Jade SummerJade Summer is a brand owned by Fritzen Publishing
LLC. Our team's mission is to help people release their inner-artist and enjoy healthier lives with reduced
stress. Join Our CommunityView completed coloring pages made by fans across the world and share your
own creations. Jade Summer books are a gateway to an active and friendly community of fellow colorists.
Single-sided Coloring PagesEach image is printed on a black-backed page to reduce bleed-through. Two
Copies of Every ImageEnjoy coloring your favorite images a second time, color with a friend, or have an
extra copy in case you make a mistake. This book contains 25 unique images. Includes FREE Digital
VersionAs a special bonus, you can download a PDF and print your favorite images to color again. Makes
the Perfect GiftSurprise that special someone in your life and make them smile. Buy two copies and enjoy
coloring together. Buy Now, Start Coloring, and Relax... Scroll to the top of the page and click the buy
button.
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Animal Mandalas - Coloring Bandit 2017-09-05
This coloring book of animal mandalas are too cute and challenging that it's easy to get addicted to them!
Once you begin coloring, you cannot stop. The beauty of this activity is that it is non-restrictive. There are
no rules against the colors you choose and how you use them. It's also inclusive. Men and women would
enjoy the activity equally. Color now!
Magische Muster - Malbuch für Erwachsene - Mia Ludwig 2021-01-19
Mandala-Malbuch im Großformat 21 x 21 cm Malen entspannt, fördert die Konzentration und schenkt
Freude. Buchausstattung: -Hochwertiges weißes 120 g Papier -Jedes Bild auf einer eigenen Seite - immer
rechts, Rückseite leer -Für Erwachsene und Heranwachsende geeignet -20 wirkungsvolle Mandala-Motive
zum Ausmalen -Unterschiedliche Detailstufen - von einfach bis anspruchsvoll -Zum Herausnehmen und
Aufhängen geeignet - auch für Rahmen und Passepartout -Quadratisches 21 x 21 cm Buchformat mit
praktischer Klammerbindung
Creative Haven Creative Cats Coloring Book - Marjorie Sarnat 2015-04-15
Cat fanciers and coloring enthusiasts will be enchanted with this gallery of original designs. More than 30
full-page portraits form a rich tapestry of hearts, flowers, and paisleys in various patterns.
Miniature Enchanted Forest - Johanna Basford 2021-02-18
From the author of the global bestseller Secret Garden (over 12 million copies sold!) Discover a whole new
way to color with this small-scale, pocket-sized edition of Johanna Basford's bestseller Enchanted Forest.
Sharpen your pencils for this mini inky adventure created in beautifully detailed, intricate pen-and-ink
illustration, all ready for you to bring to life with color. Printed on ivory paper with lay-flat binding allowing
for a smooth and seamless colouring experience. It also features two brand-new illustrations.
Wipe Clean Capital Letters - Greenwell Jessica 2016-01-25
Using the special pen provided, young children can trace over the capital letters, wipe off and repeat. Little
ones need lots of practice controlling a pen as they start writing and this book allows endless opportunities
for that. Friendly monsters take children through the whole alphabet, one step at a time.
Ten-Step Drawing: Animals - Heather Kilgour 2018-06-12
Featuring illustrated tutorials for drawing 75 different animals, Ten-Step Drawing: Animals breaks down
each subject into 10 simple steps. All you need to get started is a pen or pencil and a piece of paper! With
Ten-Step Drawing: Animals, you will learn to create an awe-inspiring array of different animals. Step by
step, you will create creatures both wild (bald eagle, armadillo, meerkat, dung beetle) and domesticated
(donkey, camel, duck, goat). The animals include those from the sea (whale, sea turtle, jellyfish, walrus) and
the woodland (snail, fox, raccoon, river otter). Even learn to draw your favorite pets (cat, dog, rabbit,
guinea pig). Handy prompts encourage artistic individuality, and include helpful tips for drawing other
subjects not featured in the book. Ten-Step Drawing: Animals is sure to encourage even the most reluctant
amateur artist to draw their heart out.
Art of Coloring: Tim Burton's The Nightmare Before Christmas - DBG 2017-07-18
Relax, and let the creativity flow through you. Whether a skilled artist or an everyday dabbler of drawings
and doodles, fans of all ages will enjoy these stunning pen-and-ink illustrations of beautiful landscapes,
elaborate patterns, and memorable characters from Disney's hit stop-motion animation feature Tim
Burton's The Nightmare Before Christmas. The lovely packaging includes a convenient "lay flat" book block.
Living Monet - Doris Kutschbach 2006
Looking at Monet's art in the context of his lifestyle, this book is suitable for artists, designers, gardeners,
and life-style gurus alike.
Mythomorphia - Kerby Rosanes 2017-04-11
Fans of adult coloring books will love the intricate, imaginative illustrations of mythological creatures
including dragons, unicorns, griffins, and more in this extreme coloring and search challenge book—the
perfect gift for coloring addicts. The awesomely detailed style fans have come to know and love through
Kerby Rosanes' New York Times bestselling coloring books—Animorphia, Imagimorphia, Fantomorphia, and
Geomorphia—comes to vivid life in this coloring book featuring mythical creatures that morph and explode
into astounding detail. Bring each imagination-bending image alive with color and find the objects hidden
throughout the pages of this fantastical coloring book.
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The Art of Marjorie Sarnat: Elegant Elephants Adult Coloring Book - Marjorie Sarnat 2016-07-09
Colorists will be delighted with Marjorie Sarnat's 34 original illustrations, hand drawn in her much loved,
imaginative style. Inspired by the majesty of this beloved creature, Elegant Elephants Adult Coloring Book
celebrates their strength, intelligence, and spirituality. This parade of pachyderms will enchant anyone who
loves elephants.
Coloring Book for Adults - Colorful World 2020-04-27
Forget about boredom! We present you an Mandala for adults. When you are nervous, stressed, tired or just
want to make your life a little more pleasant, our Mandala is the perfect way to do it. Inside our adult
coloring pages you will find a variety of mandalas to color. Each is on a separate page, so no matter if you
use crayons, markers or colored pens - your colored drawing will always look great. Have fun About this
coloring book: 50 unique mandalas with different levels of difficulty each on a separate page to prevent
color penetration ideal for relaxing and de-stressing after a hard day at work
The Bee Book - Charlotte Milner 2018-02-06
Discover more about our fuzzy little insect friends with award-winning author and illustrator Charlotte
Milner. The perfect introduction to bee conservation for little ones. Learn all about the beautiful world of
bees and their adventure from flower to flower. You'll find out just how much they matter, why they are
declining, and what we can do to help in this adorable kids' book. Bees are brilliant at building, super social
creatures and along with other insects, are responsible for a third of every mouthful of food you eat!
Children will be fascinated by the beautiful pictures and learn plenty of buzz-worthy fun facts in every
chapter, covering types of bees, beehives, beekeeping, how they pollinate plants and make honey. A
beautiful kid's educational book about bees with a crucial message: not only does it inform and educate
about an issue that is a real threat, but it also delivers it in a way that is gripping for all ages. A dazzling
celebration of bees, packaged in a gorgeous hard backed book made with high- quality paper and
spectacular illustrations. What's The Buzz About Honey Bees? Meet the humble honeybee face-to-face - an
animal that is considered nature's hardest worker, in this engaging, educational kids book that you can
treasure forever. What do they do all day? Why are bees important? Find out why they need our help and
what you can do. Bees are responsible for so much more than making honey. This book is an essential tool
in encouraging the protection of our precious buzzing friends for generations to come. Learn all about
these valuable creatures: - What happens in the hive - What pollination is - Who the queen is - How
honeybees talk to each other - How we can help them and much, much more! This adorable book is one of
three children's books on conservation by award-winning author Charlotte Milner and includes The Sea
Book and The Bat Book for your little ones to enjoy.
Colour My Sketchbook Dragons - Bennett Klein 2017-02-02

skateboarding and lowriders.
Johanna's Christmas - Johanna Basford 2016-10-25
From the creator of the worldwide bestsellers Secret Garden and Lost Ocean, a beautiful new adult
coloring book, printed on ivory paper and featuring delicate tangles of holly and ivy, bauble-laden
Christmas trees, and mountains of exquisitely wrapped gifts. From flurries of delicate snowflakes to
deliciously decorated gingerbread houses and reindeer-led sleighs, Johanna’s Christmas is a celebration of
this wonderful holiday season that invites you to pick up your pens and pencils to color, complete, or
embellish each of the festive artworks. Each of the 37 images in this book is printed single-sided on
perforated paper, so you can color and remove the images—the perfect frameable holiday gift! Now printed
on specially selected ivory paper. This paper has been specifically created for Johanna Basford’s coloring
books. It has a medium tooth which is perfect for creating beautiful colored pencil effects or chalk pastel
backgrounds but also wonderful for pens, which will glide effortlessly over its surface.
Fairy Companions Coloring Book - Fairy Romance, Dragons and Fairy Pets - Selina Fenech
2015-11-08
Enjoy the magic of relationships in this enchanting coloring book by bestselling coloring designer, Selina
Fenech.
Enchanted Forest Coloring Book - Mohammed Lamsakhar 2021-01-07
A special artist's edition of the international bestseller Enchanted Forest with 20 illustrations from the
original book, ready to color and frame."The colorists have a queen, and her name is Johanna Basford." New York Magazine"Consider trading in your yoga mat for a set of markers and peruse the gorgeous
gardens of Basford's imagination." - The Huffington Post"The best coloring book for anxiety." - Teen
Vogue"This book celebrates the glory of all things green and nature-y in the best way possible: coloring
book form! Even if you don't want to add color, the illustrations themselves are frame-worthy loveliness." Brit+ CoFrom the publisher that brought you the hugely successful #1 New York Times bestsellers Secret
garden and Enchanted Forest, this special artist's edition features 20 beautiful, removable art prints for
coloring in. Coloring fans of all ages will enjoy immersing themselves in a selection of the most popular
artworks from the original book featuring owls, unicorns, hot air balloons, birdhouses, floral skulls, a magic
castle, and more. The stunning illustrations make for beautiful and affordable wall décor whether they are
customized in color or left as simple, black and white line drawings.Special features of the artist's edition
include: - Presented in a new, large-scale format for maximum coloring enjoyment- Printed on thicker, highquality card stock- Can be used with a variety of mediums including both colored pencils and markersPoster book-style prints can be removed easily for framing, display, or craft projects- Only one image is
printed on each pull-out poster so coloring artists don't have to make an impossible choice between
favoritesFans of Leila Duly, Millie Marotta, and Daisy Fletcher will devour Johanna Basford's intricate
scenes of flora and fauna.Search #JohannaBasford on social media for hundreds of thousands of examples
of shading and coloring techniques. Get inspired and get started.
Great Book of Fairy Patterns - Lora S. Irish 2004-03-03
Create your own fairy art from more than 70 patterns! Fairies have captured the imaginations of artists for
eons. Here, in this guide for artists, fairy aficionado and artist Lora Irish shares tips, techniques and all the
information you need to get Get started on your next fairy painting, carving, illustration or other project.
Bring the magic of fairies to your art. Dozens of original fairy patterns, along with tips and techniques for
artists and craftspeople working in all mediums.
Your Next Big Thing - Ben Michaelis 2013-09-02
Ten Steps to Moving Ahead with Purpose! Have you ever woken up in the morning feeling unsure of where
your day--or your life--is going? You wonder what else might be out there. You know you deserve more
fulfillment from your life. You think to yourself: What's next? We've all felt that way at one point or another,
but have you ever considered it to be your opportunity to create a life that will leave you more fulfilled? It's
an exhilarating prospect to attain that life you desire. But you can't get there alone. Dr. Ben Michaelis's lifechanging wisdom will give you the tools and confidence you need to take that chance--and live your life with
purpose. Throughout this guide, he provides visionary yet practical strategies, quizzes, and exercises to
teach you about your true self. He'll help you pinpoint exactly what you need to realize your purpose and

Blumen Mandalas: Malbuch Für Erwachsene - G. G. Dabini 2020-11-08
Nehmen Sie sich eine Auszeit und tauchen Sie ein in die wunderschöne Welt der Mandalas. Die mit Liebe
gestalteten Blumenmotive eignen sich für alle Erwachsene und Teenager! Dieses Buch enthält: 60
ganzseitige & abwechslungsreiche Mandalas mit unterschiedlichen Detail- und Schwierigkeitsgraden
Große Größe von 21.59 x 27.94 cm Hochwertiges Cover und einseitige Bedruckung, sodass ein
Durchdrücken verhindert wird Ideal zur Entspannung, zum Stressabbau und zur Förderung der Kreativität
Dieses Buch ist das ideale Geschenk und der perfekte Zeitvertreib.
Hip Hop Coloring Book - Mark 563 2020-04-15
An original coloring book for all ages After the overwhelmingly popular Hip Hop Coloring Book, Mark 563
is back with Hip Hop Coloring Book: East Coast Edition. It's a fun activity book for kids and adults. The
book features a selection of Mark 563's own illustrative takes on some of Hip Hop's most important figures
- from early pioneers like Busy Bee, to 90s NYC profiles like Nine and newer stars like Cardi B - all ready to
be colored in. The 50 pages are packed with illustrations of legendary East Coast rappers, spanning from
the Golden Era through to today's rap superstars. A perfect gift for anyone interested in Hip Hop and
popular culture! Hip Hop Coloring Book: East Coast Edition is marker friendly! Use your favorite markers
without the risk of ruining the illustration on the other side of the paper. Hip Hop Coloring Book: East
Coast Edition is the latest in Dokument Press' popular coloring book series, with themes such as graffiti,
magische-mandalas-malbuch-fur-erwachsene-ausmalen
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progress toward your goals. Whether you're in need of business or personal guidance, this ten-step plan
helps you look forward without fear--so you can achieve joy, passion, and the enriched life you never
thought possible.
Figure Drawing Methods for Artists - Peter Boerboom 2017-07
Simple methods teach how to draw figures. When we try to draw a person, we are quickly confronted with
various challenges. The proportions need to be correct, the attitude must be clear and vivid, the face should
show resemblance and also be expressive. Such a task takes courage. Yet a little practice and training
quickly lead to the ability to draw figures in a wide variety of styles. A figure in a particular posture can be
assembled with a few key characteristic strokes. At the center of this collection is not the perfect figure, but
the joy of drawing, and how, with simple methods, drawing people is possible: by reducing and reducing to
a few lines, using clear contours and simple surfaces, the human figure emerges, constructed and
elaborated.
Unicorn Coloring Book - Broderick S. Johnson 2017-12-24
GRAB THE NEWEST AND MOST MAJESTIC UNICORN COLORING BOOK! This incredible Adult Coloring
Book by best-selling artist Broderick S Johnson is the perfect way to relieve stress and while enjoying
beautiful and highly detailed and majestic unicorn images. Use Any Coloring Tools Including colored
pencils, pens, and fine-tipped markers. One Image Per Page Each image is printed on one page to prevent
bleed-through. Display Your Artwork You can display your artwork with a standard 8.5" x 11" frame. FREE
Digital Version Included As a special bonus, you can download a PDF copy of this book and print your
favorite images as many times as you want and print on any paper of your choice Now on Sale Regular
Price: $7.99 Now On Sale For Limited time only. Makes a Great Gift Surprise that special someone in your
life and make them smile. Get 2 copies or more to gift to friends and get one for yourself. Buy Now, Start
Coloring, and Relax... Scroll to the top of the page and click the 'Add To Cart' button.
The Peaceful Pencil - Peony Press 2016-03-31
Take time to relax and clear your mind with this beautiful pocket-sized book of mandalas to colour in. As
you choose your colours and start to bring the pattern to life you will find yourself entering a deeply
peaceful state, completely focused on creating your unique picture. Art therapy at its simplest; focus on
colouring in your picture and forget about the cares and stresses of the day. You can colour in as little or as
much as you like, taking your time to develop your picture the way you want it. Start colouring today and
enjoy the still, quiet voice of calm this simple meditative practice will bring.
Hello Spring - Alexandra Dannenmann 2020-02-26
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Hello Spring At last spring is here! The sun is shining, the birds are twittering, and the wonderfully
fragrant flowers are blooming in a riot of colour.25 lovingly hand-drawn spring and Easter motifs are
waiting to be brought to life with vibrant colours. Let the magic of springtime cast its spell over you, and
find inner peace and balance as you colour. We recommend crayons or coloured pencils. All pages are
printed one-sided. Have fun colouring! * Take a look inside our book now by clicking on the cover (product
photo). * Video review: https://youtu.be/_0-hN-5T1sM You can find more images contained in this book as
well as my other books on my homepage http://alexandra-dannenmann.de and my Facebook page
http://www.facebook.com/alexandra.dannenmann.And please feel free to visit my Facebook Group:
https://www.facebook.com/groups/AlexandrasColouringBooks Here you can share your pictures, colouring
tips and tricks, and maybe even take part in a competition or two. The following books by the author have
already been published on Amazon:"The Magical Kingdom ", ISBN: 978-1694952691,"Woodland Animals",
ISBN: 978-1983994173,"The Secret of the Forest", ISBN: 978-1518833953,"The Secret of the Sea", ISBN:
978-1530906734,"The Magic of Flowers", ISBN: 978-1535079631,"Merry Christmas", ISBN:
978-1539189596,"Merry Christmas", a beautiful colouring book with Christmas designs on a black
background, ISBN: 978-1539344612,"Holiday Dreams", ISBN: 978-1544008417,"Magical Mandalas", ISBN:
978-1724033536,"Magical Mandalas: Colour in and relax; a colouring book for adults with black
background", ISBN: 978-1724035226,"Merry Christmas - Volume 2", ISBN: 978-1728817248,"Merry
Christmas - Volume 2", a beautiful colouring book with Christmas designs on a black background, ISBN:
978-1728815961,and "The Big Grayscale Colouring Book: Mallorca", ISBN: 978-1535079457.
Universelle Anpassung Mandala Worlds of Wonder - Johanna Basford 2021-03-30
From the creator of the worldwide bestsellers World of Flowers and Lost Ocean, a beautiful new coloring
book that takes you on a captivating journey through imagined and fantastical realms. This isn't just a book;
rather, it is a magical portal to many wondrous worlds. Within these pages you'll find tree-top castles,
floating islands, and fairytale villages, all waiting to be brought to life in your colors. Go on an adventure
and let your imagination roam from world to world, discovering enchanted sea turtles, curious cats, and
lost song birds along the way. In this new coloring book, Johanna Basford lends her signature style of inky
illustration to a series of brand new inkscapes and themes, all with a sprinkling of her much-loved
botanicals. Get ready to discover whole new worlds of colors!
Harry Potter Coloring Book - Scholastic 2017-07-05
Harry Potter Coloring BookBy Scholastic
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